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I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last few years there has been much interest shown in the pro- 
blems connected with the fluctuation of the sums of independent and identic- 
ally distributed random variables. Basically these problems consist in finding 
the distribution of various functions which are definable in terms of the sums 
and which give a measure (in some sense) of the amount of oscillation which 
the sums undergo. 
Thus if {X,,} is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables and {S,} the sequence of their successive partial sums (i.e. 
for each positive integer n, S,, = Xi + X2 + *.* + X,) then typical quan- 
tities investigated in fluctuation theory are: 
(a) the number N, of non-negative sums among the first IZ sums. (Ns = 0.) 
(b) the value ll?& of the maximum and & of the minimum of the first n 
sums. 
(c) the position L,, where the maximum sum occurs for the last time 
amongst the first n sums.l 
(d) the value R,, of the sum which falls kth from the bottom when the 
sums S,, S,, *a*, S, are arranged in increasing 0rder.s 
One of the first definitive steps in the solution of fluctuation problems was 
taken by E. S. Andersen [l-3] when, among other things, he proved that for 
ItI <l 
(1.1) 
* This work was supported by the United States Air Force under Contract 
AF-49(638)-877. 
1 See Section I for exact description of L.,. The reason for the notation will be 
made clear in Section IV. 
e Here and in the following S,, = 0. 
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A short time later Spitzer [4] proved that for 1 t 1 < 1, Re (r) = 0, 
Re (A) I 0, 
In this formula we have introduced a notational convention which will be 
used throughout this paper. Namely, if A is any event then we shall denote 
I ebdP(S,, I x) as Et&; A). A 
Implicit in (1.3) is the following generalization of (1.1) and (1.2): 
2 t*E(e”n; L,, = n) = exp [e c E(eAs”; Sk 2 0)] 
7Z=O k=l 
(14 
for 1 t 1 < 1 and Re (A) 5 0 
2 tnE(e-@“; L,, = 0) = exp [2 g E(eask; Sk < 0)] 
7lSO k=l 
(1.5) 
for 1 t / < 1 and Re (h) 2 0.3 
A final result to be mentioned at this time is the following identity due to 
Wendel [5] 
2 tn 2 &+Y%k+%) = 
n=o k=O 
exp [2 y 
k=l 
E(e’y+“‘Sk; Sk > o)] exp [gl y E(gsk; Sk < o)] 
exp [f$ g E( ecy+p’sk; 
k=l 
Sk < o)] exp [2 c E(tisk; s, 2 o)] (1.6) 
k=l 
* Actually (1.4) and (1.5) are equivalent to (1.3). 
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We now can make the following observation. In each of the six identities 
given above the right-hand side consists of products of the functions g+(rr, x) 
and g-(?r, x) for suitable v and x where 
g-(r, x) = exp [gl f E(e”% Sk < o)] . 
(As they stand here g, certainly makes sense for Re (m) I 0 and 1 x ( < 1 
andg- is valid at least for Re (n) 2 0 and 1 x ] < 1, but it may be when used 
in formulas like (1.1) to (1.6) that the corresponding left-hand side may only 
be valid for Re (v) = 0.) 
Identities which can be written in terms of the functions g, and g- like the 
six identities (l.l)-(1.6) will be called exponential identities. These exponen- 
tial identities completely solve the problem of finding the distribution of the 
m*, N,,, etc. in a very curious way. For example, in the case of a,, they show 
that knowledge of the individual distributions of S,, S,, .a*, S, is sufficient to 
determine completely the distribution of al,. This, of course, is not what one 
would expect since the Sk, 1 < k 5 n, are dependent. One would suspect 
that one would have to know the distribution of the n-dimensional vector 
(4, s,, ***, S,) to find it?&. Similarly we will see that the other quantities R,,k, 
N,, etc. share in this property of being stochastically determined by means of 
the individual distributions of the S,,. 
Another class of identities related to exponential identities is the socalled 
extremal factorizations. In fact we will see that these identities can be used to 
prove certain exponential identities and conversely can be derived from others. 
As examples we have 
and 
P(N,, = k) = P(N, = k) P(N,-* = 0) (1.9) 
p(&, = k) = p(.&& = k) P&,+,-k = 0) (1.10) 
(Andersen [I]) and 
E[eARnk] = E[emk] E[em*+] (1.11) 
(Wendel [S]). Equation (1.9) shows, for example, that knowledge of the two 
sequences of extreme values (P(Nn = 0)) and (P(N, = a)} is sufficient to 
determine the stochastic structure of {N,) completely. Equation (1.11) shows 
that if we know the distribution of the extreme values A?,, and g% individually 
for all 11 then we know the distribution of any order statistic Z&. 
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Let us briefly consider the methods used up till now to establish identities 
of the type under discussion here. In the main these fall into two classes, 
combinatorial and analytic. 
The combinatorial method was initiated in fluctuation studies by Andersen 
[l-3]. It was extended and formalized into a definite principle by Spitzer [4] 
and used by him to prove (1.3). Feller [6] also uses combinatorial arguments 
and proves (1.1) and (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) by their use. This method will be 
illustrated in Section II when we use it to prove a theorem, which plays a 
central role in our approach to fluctuation studies. This theorem was dis- 
covered by Andersen [l] and is called the equivalence principle by Feller [6]. 
A full discussion of it will be found in Section II and it will suffice here to 
say that the theorem asserts the fact that N,, and Lnn are stochastically 
equivalent. 
The analytic method was developed by several people independently of 
each other and takes different forms according to each of these individual 
authors’ development. It turns out that these various methods are all equi- 
valent and one such method is presented for illustrative purposes in Section 
VII. This method, based on Liouville’s theorem of analytic function theory, 
seems to have first been used in fluctuation problems by Ray [7] but was 
developed independently by Ray and Kemperman. Kemperman [8] discusses 
the method in detail. The method came to my attention by way of 
M. Dwass (who used it to prove the special case of (1.3) with y = 0). 
Other people who develop analytic approaches are Wendel [9, 51 and 
Baxter [lo-121. 
Wendel’s approach is to formulate the problem in terms of solving certain 
equations on a Banach algebra and then showing that these equations have 
solutions with result in the identity in question. For details we must refer the 
reader to Wendel’s papers. 
Baxter’s approach is similar and amounts to showing that certain operator 
equations on a function-Banach space have as their unique solutions the 
respective right hand side of the identity in question. Here, too, we must 
refer the reader to Baxter’s papers for details (see especially [12]). 
Our approach to these identities will be to show that all known identities 
are derivable from (1.4) and (1.5) by means of simple and completely element- 
ary considerations with use of the equivalence principle to change from 
certain assertions about L,, to N, and conversely. In fact we will show that all 
known identities are actually special cases of one large identity [see (1.28) for 
this identity]. 
We also will demonstrate that (1.4) and (1.5) can be derived by a simple 
completely elementary probabilistic argument (having its basis in recurrent 
event theory) with the aid of the equivalence principle. In fact, one purpose 
of this paper is to show that the salient facts of these fluctuation studies are 
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contained in (1) the Equivalence Principle, and (2) the fact that “ladder 
indices” are recurrent events.4 
Let us be a bit more specific. An index n is called a ladder index for the 
sums {S,) [or just a ladder index, (resp. point)] if S,, 2 Sj, 0 <i < k. In 
other words 12 is a ladder point if S,, is at least as great as the previous sums. 
It is easy to verify that ladder indices are recurrent events (see Section III). 
Let {IV,) be the associated sequence of waiting times (i.e. W, + W, + 
**a + W, = time of kth occurrence of the recurrent event). 
For an arbitrary recurrent event E, let y,, = 0 and for n > 0 let yn denote 
the time at n of the last occurrence of E. In other words if 0 < k 2 12 then 
yn = k if 6 occurs at k but does not recur until after time n. Observe in 
particular that if E does not occur during the first rr steps then yn = 0. On 
the other hand if E occurs at time n then yn = n. As a recurrent event “starts 
from scratch” at each occurrence we have that 
p[m = k] = P[yyk = k] P(ynpli = 0) (1.12) 
P[W, > n] = P[yn = O] (1.13) 
P[E at a] = P[y, = n]. (1.14) 
The two basic relations of recurrent event theory are5 
ig WYn = 4 = &F = P(t) / t / < 1 
n-o 
(l-&t) ItI tl (1.16) ?L=O 
and so from (1.12) and (1.15) and (1.16) we have for / x I I 1 and j t j < 1 
that 
?l=O 
t”ExYn = (1 f($(t) . 
Differentiate (1.17) with respect to x at x = 1. This results in 
g = 2 E[yn - yn-J P-1, P(0) = 1 
n=1 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
p These will be defined below. They were first used by Blackwell [13]. Feller [6] 
uses them in Fluctuation Studies. Their use was suggested to me by M. Dwass (see 
Section III). 
6 See Feller [ 141. 
8 
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having as its unique solution 
p(t) = exp (8 ; Ely,c - y&-J) .6 (1.19) 
This curious “exponential representation” was shown to the author by 
M. Dwass. It shows that P(t) (and hence Etwl) is completely determined 
by the sequence {Em). Its use is dependent on how easy it is to find Eyk, for 
all k. 
For the particular event “ladder index” a little reflection will show that y,, 
for this event is just L+,, and so we need find EL,,,,. But this is just where the 
equivalence principle is of use, for it tells us that 
EL,,,, = EN,, = 2 P(S, 2 0) 
k-l 
and thus use of this fact in (1.19) results in (1 .l), (i.e. Andersen’s lemma). 
From (Ll), (1.2) can be deduced, for 
1 - = e--(14 = exp ( p1 f) 
1-t 
=exp[~~P(S,>O)]exp[~~P(S,<O)] (1.20) 
and by (1.15) and (1.16) 
[%wn = O)] [2 tnp(y* = n)] = & -7 
n-0 n-o 
(1.21) 
Let us now briefly summarize the contents of this paper. 
Section II states a permutation version of the equivalence principle and 
gives its proof, then uses the Spitzer method to prove the corresponding 
probabilistic version. 
Section III is devoted to the extension of the recurrent event facts presented 
in the introduction roughly along the lines of incorporating the quantity 
c%* These extended recurrent event relations are used to prove (1.4) and 
(1.5) by an argument which is completely analogous to the argument used 
to derive (1.1) and (1.2). A second proof is given of (1.4) and (1.5) which 
* Se-c Section III for analytic details. 
T This observation is due to Dwass. 
8 For the precise nature of these extensions, see Section IV, Theorem 3.4. 
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will show that (1.4) and (1.5) and (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent. The chapter 
ends with the following theorem 
where Y, denotes the number of ladder points at time a (see Section III 
for definition). 
Section IV is devoted to the systematic deduction of theorems which 
follow more or less directly from the basic identity. Some of the more impor- 
tant of these are 
E(e.lzltw) = 1 - exp - [ 2 
m G E(eASk; Sk 2 0)] 
k=l 
(1.23) 
(Baxter [lo], Spitzer 1151) 
g E(e”S”xNy tn = g+(X; xt) g-(X; t> = H(X; x, t) (1.24) 
n-o 
(Andersen [3], Baxter [12], Wendel [5]) 
2 t”E(e ~Sn+@%+**) = g+(h + /.L; xt)g-(A; t) (1.25) 
n-0 
(case x = 1, Spitzer [4], Wendel [9], Baxter [lo, 121, Dwass [private cor- 
respondence]) 
2 tnE(e%cNn; S, > 0) = ex (1 - I1 - trp(4 fw; x, f)) (1.26) 
TZ==l 
(Andersen [3], Baxter 1121) 
2 tnE(e”S;;+“S”+@s,+ +) (1.27) 
n=o 
l-mJof~) = 
[ l-x 1 H(X+r.x t)- 3 I *x 11 - tdp + I91 WP + B; x9 6
In Section V we introduce the notion of order. We order the partial sums 
so, s,, ***, S,, by the order relation < where 
Sk i sj if 
I 
Sk < Sj or 
Sk=Sj but kcj. 
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With this ordering there can be no ties; each sum stands in a unique position 
in relation to increasing < order. Let Lnp denote the index of the sum which 
stands kth from the bottom in the < order and let 4, be that sum. The main 
theorem of Section V is Theorem 4.3 which says 
-&p -ul~(~+r+8)lg+(r+y+B;u~v)g-(p+y+B;ut)l 
g+(/4 t> g-(4 tv). (1.28) 
This theorem is new but many special cases of it have been derived previously. 
Many of these will be derived in Section V. 
Section VI begins with an alternate proof of the important special case of 
(1.28) with A = /I = 0. This proof has at its basis the following factorization: 
E(” &k+&&k) = E@S’Rkk+“sk&kk) . E(,YR,-k,O+PS,-k~L*-k,~) (1.29) 
(the special case of EL = 1 is due to Wended). From (1.29) we prove a corres- 
ponding permutation identity and conclude the section with an example of 
this permutation identity. 
Section VII presents an alternate derivation of the basic identity and (1.24) 
by using complex variable arguments. We then show that the combonatorial 
identity equivalence principle can be derived from these two theorems. 
II. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE AND THE COMBINATORIAL METHOD 
Let Y = (yl, yz, *-$ y,J be an arbitrary n-tuple of real numbers. The num- 
bers 
So(Y) = 0, 
sk(y) =yl +y2 + “* +Yk, IlkI:?& 
are called the partial sums of y, S,(y) being the kth partial sum. Among the r~ 
sums S,(y), mm*, S (y) let 
(2.1) N,,(y) = th e number which are nonnegative, 
(2.2) N&y)+ = the number which are positive, 
(2.3) N,(y)- = the number which are negative, 
(2.4) m,(y) = the number which are nonpositive. 
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A word about notation: in the future, iff(y) is a function whose argument 
is an n-tuple y we will omit y and write just f if no confusion is possible 
about what the argument off is. Thus in the above we would write S, instead 
of S,(y), N, in place of N,(y), etc. 
The partial sums S,, S,, *a*, S,, are said to have afirst maximum at position k, 
(0 < k I n), if 
3 .. L k ,- S,, O<j<k and S, 2 S,, k < I I n. 
Similarly, the sums are said to have a last maximum at position k (0 I k < n) if 
S &Sj, Olj<k and Sk ‘, St, k < I ( n. 
We say that the partial sums S,,, S,, *-., S, have afirst (resp. last) minimum at 
k if the partial sums of (- yi, - ya, *.e, - y,J have a first (resp. last) maximum 
at position k. In the sequel we shall denote by 
(2.5) -L the position of the last maximum, 
(2.6) L,, the position of the first maximum, 
(2.7) LnO, the position of the first minimum, 
(2.8) E,, the position of the last minimum. 
Let u denote the permutation 
f 
i, zz 1:: fn] of (1, 2, a**, n). For each such 
permutation and each n-tuple y = (yi, ya, *.a, yn) define a new n-tuple uy as 
QY = (Y% y3, ***, Y%). 
Consider a fixed n-tuple y and let A denote the set of all n! images ofy 
as u runs over the n! permutations of (1, 2, ***, n). We can make A into a 
probability space by assigning to each 1 point subset of A the probability 
l/n!. Each rearrangement uy of y can then be thought of as a value of a 
random vector X = (Xi, ..., X,) which is defined on A and the partial sums 
of uy as a value of the partial sums of X. Likewise the values, N,(oy), L,,(q), 
etc. can be thought of as particular values of the random variables N,(X), 
L,(X), etc. 
It is clear that, for example, P(N,(X) = k) n! is just the number of per- 
mutations u which have the effect that among the partial sums, Si(uy), *.p, 
S,(uy) there are exactly k which are nonnegative. Somewhat more formally 
we may write that 
where 
t 
1 if among the partial sums of oy there are k 
$N,=k,(~YY) = nonnegative ones, 
0 otherwise. 
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II.1 THEOREM (Equivalence Principle). Let y be a given n-tuple of real 
nwnbcrJ (~1, ~2, -*a, y,,). Then 
P(N, = k) = P(L,, = k) (2.9) 
P(N,+ = k) = P(L, = k) (2.10) 
P(N; = k) = P(L,,, = k) (2.11) 
I’@” = k) = P(tu = k) (2.12) 
P(r, = k) = P(& = n - k) (2.13) 
P(L,,, = k) = Z’(Lm = n - k). (2.14) 
Before proving this theorem we shall illustrate it by means of 
11.2 EXAMPLE. y = (- 2,7, - 8,1). 
There sre 24 rearrangements of y. 
Xl x2 xs x4 
-2 7-8 1 
-2 7 1 -8 
-2 l-8 7 
-2 -8 7 1 
-2-8 1 7 
-2 1 7 -8 
7 -2 -8 1 
7 -2 1 -8 
7 1 -2 -8 
7 1 -8 -2 
7-8 1 -2 
7 -8 -2 1 
-8 7 1 -2 
-8 7-2 1 
-8 -2 7 1 
-8 -2 1 7 
-8 l-2 7 
-8 1 7 -2 
1 7 -8 -2 
1 7 -2 -8 
1 -2-8 7 
1 -2 7-8 
1 8 7 -2 
I 8-2 7 
-1 s s, ss 8 
-2 5 -3 -2 
-2 5 6-2 
-2 -1 -9 -2 
-2 -10 -3 -2 
-2 -10 -9 -2 
-2 -1 6-2 
7 5 -3 -2 
7 5 6-2 
7 8 6-2 
7 8 o-2 
7 -1 o-2 
7 -1 -3 -2 
-8 -1 o-2 
-8 -1 -3 -2 
-8 -10 -3 -2 
-8 -10 -9 -2 
-8 -7 -9 -2 
-8 -7 0 -2 
1 8 o-2 
1 8 6-2 
1 -1 -9 -2 
1 -1 6 -2 
1 -7 0 -2 
1 -7 -9 -2 
-- N4 
-i- 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
I 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
I 
-- JL4 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
-- & 
3 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
I 
I 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
4 
3 
4 
2 
3 
Nl 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
I 
-- L 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
I 
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Now count the number of permutations which yield values 0, 1, 2, 3,4 for 
the quantities involved and divide by 24. This gives 
P(N, = 0) = 7/24 P(L,, = 0) = 7124 P(L, =O) = 0 
P(N, = 1) = 7124 P(L, = 1) = 7124 P(L, = I) = 5/24 
P(N, = 2) = 5/24 P(L, = 2) = 5124 P(L, = 2) = 5124 
P(N, = 3) = 5/24 P(L,, = 3) = 5124 P(L,, = 3) = 7124 
P(N, = 4)=0 P(L,, = 4) = 0 P(L, = 4) = 7124 
P(N,f= 0) = 9124 P(L, = 0) = 9124 
P(N,+ = 1) = 7/24 P(L, = 1) = 7/24 
P(N,+= 2) = 5124 P(L, = 2) = 5124 
P(N,+= 3) = 3124 P(L, = 3) = 3/24 
P(N,+=4)=0 P(L, = 4) =o 
from which, in this case, we see the assertions of the theorem are valid. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. First we establish (2.13) and (2.14). Let T be the 
permutation 
( 
1 2 .‘. n 
71 n-l --* 1 1 * 
Then 
TX = (x,, x,-,, *-*, Xl) 
and 
L,(x) = R - L,(m) (2.15) 
I,,(x) = n -L&m) (4.16) 
from which (2.13) and (2.14) are evident. To prove the assertions (2.9)-(2.12) 
we proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 these assertions are obvious, so 
suppose that we have established these relations for all tl - I-tuples of real 
numbers. To show that they hold for all n-tuples we must consider three 
cases. 
Case (i): yi + ya + a.. + JJ~ < 0. In this case it is impossible for the 
quantities N,,, L,,, L,,, and N;t to assume the value n, and so for 0 < k I n - 1 
we have by hypothesis 
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Hence as P(X, = yj) = l/n, 1 <i 5 n, we have shown that (2.9) and (2.10) 
hold in this case. 
To establish (2.11) and (2.12) we use the equations 
P(N,- = k) = P(N, = n - K) = P(L,, = n - K) = P(L,,, = A), (2.17) 
P(~~=K)=P(N,+=n--)=P(L,=n--)=P(L,=k). (2.18) 
The last equations in (2.17) and (2.18) follow from (2.13) and (2.14). 
Case (ii): yI + yz + **- + y,, > 0. The argument used in case (i) shows 
the validity of (2.11) and (2.12) in this case and (2.9) and (2.10) follow by use 
of (2.17) and (2.18) (f rom the outside in, in this case). 
Case (iii): yr + *** + y,, = 0. The argument used in case (i) to establish 
(2.10) is valid in this case as well, and applying (2.18) establishes (2.12) in 
this case too. Similarly the corresponding argument used in case ii is valid 
in this case to establish (2.11) and (2.17) now establishes (2.10) in this 
case. 
Hence relations (2.9)-(2.12) are valid for all n-tuples and the theorem is 
proved. 
This theorem was first proved by Andersen in [ 11. The present formulation 
is due to Feller and the proof is essentially the proof presented by him in [6] 
with minor corrections. 
We now extend the equivalence principle to a certain class of random 
variables called interchangeable which have the property of being invariant 
under permutations. In precise terms we have 
II.3 DEFINITION. n random variables X,, X,, a*., X, are called inter- 
changeable (symmetrically dependent) if the joint probability distribution of 
X,, X,, ..., X, is a symmetric function of its arguments. 
II.4 EXAMPLE. If x = (X1, x,, ***, X,) are the n! rearrangements 
of a fixed n-tuple y of real numbers then the X,, X,, *.*, X, are inter- 
changeable. 
II.5 DEFINITION. A sequence (X,}, tl 2 1, of random variables is 
called interchangeable if for any n > 0 the random variables X1, X,, *+e, X,, 
are interchangeable. 
II.6 EXAMPLE. If {X,}, 11 > 1, are independent and identically distributed 
random variables then {X,} is interchangeable. 
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II.7 THEOREM. Let X = (X,, X2, **-, X,) be interchangeable and let fn(X) 
be a symmetric function of Xi, Xs, *a., X,. Then for any k, 0 < k I n, 
E[fn; N, = k] = E[fn; ha,, = k], (2.19) 
E[fn; N; = k] = E[fn; L, = k], (2.20) 
E[fn; N,- = k] = E[fn; L,AO = k], (2.21) 
E[ fn; & = k] = E[ fn; Is, = k], (2.22) 
E[f, L,, = k] = E[fn; L, = n - k], (2.23) 
E[fn; L,,, = k] = E[fn; L,, = n - k]. (2.24) 
PROOF. As the proofs of all of these assertions are very similar we shall 
prove only (2.19). 
(2.25) 
where p(x) is the distribution of X. By (2.9), 
T &v,=k,(4 = z 4L,,=k]W 
and so the right-hand side of (2.25) can be written as 
= 1 fn(4 &a,,,=+9 444 = Win; L,, = 4. 
Note. This mode of argument from a permutation identity to an identity 
on interchangeable random variables is due to Spitzer, and was explicitly 
formulated in [4]. 
The particular case of fr = dSn will be of constant use and we list here 
those formulas which we will need in the future. 
E(eaSn; N,, = k) = E(eaSn; L,,, = k), 
E[eaS-; N,’ = kt = E[e”‘*; l& = k], 
E[eaSn; N; = k] = E[eaSn; LzO = k], 
E[eaSn; Lnn = 0] = E[eaSn; L,, = n], 
E[e Gz. L , nn = nt = E[eaSn; L,, = 01, 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
where these are certainly valid for h complex and Re (h) = 0. 
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REMARKS. The method used to deduce Theorem II.7 (i.e., by a direct use 
of the permutation identity II. 1) is typical of the combinatorial method, What 
one does, in general, is to find a permutation identity which when used in an 
argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem II.7 results in a desired 
probability identity. The difficulty with this approach is that there is not a 
systematic method which enables one to find these permutation identities 
and that the proofs of these permutation identities may not be easy. (For 
other permutation identities see Spitzer [4], Eq. (3.24) of Section III, and 
Theorem VI.2 of Section VI.) 
Aa will be seen in the sequel the various permutation indentities can be 
derived from their corresponding probability identities and thus the com- 
binatorial method is equivalent to the various methods which have been 
developed. 
III. THE BASIC IDENTITY 
Let {X,} be a sequence of random variables and let their successive partial 
sums be denoted by {S,,}. As usual we define S,, = 0. 
III. 1. DEFINITION. A positive integer tl is called a ladder point (index) 
of the sums {S,,) if 
43 2 s*, Olj<n, (3.1) 
that is, if the sum S,, is at least as great as the previous ones. If WI, W,, -** are 
the successive waiting times for ladder points then it is easy to see that the 
{W,} are just the waiting times for new partial sums which are at least as 
great as their predecessors. Let (2,) be the successive differences between 
these “world record” sums. 
More precisely let 9 be the probability space of the {X,,) and define 
A, = [UJ E Q : 3n > 0 such that n is a ladder point of {Sk(w)}]. 
For w E A, define 
W,(W) = inf [n > 0 : II is a ladder point of {S.(w)}] 
-G(w) = Gv,cd4 
For wgQ - A, we define W,(w) = 00 and do not define 2,. Suppose now 
that we have already defined events A,, A,, **e, A,,, and random variables 
WI, me*, W,, Z,, es*, 2, then define 
A n+l = [a E A,, : 3n > W,(W) + **a + W,(W) such that S,(w) is 
a ladder point of {Sk(w)}]. 
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If o 6 A,,+i define 
W,+,(W) = inf [n > W,(w) + me* + W,(w) : n is a ladder point of {&(w)}] 
and 
If w E Q - A,+1 define W,,+,(W) = Q) and do not define Z,,,, on this set. 
We have consequently 
z,, ***, Z,, are defined on A,, and WI, *e*, W,, are finite on A,. 
III.2 DEFINITION. The sequence (W,} are called the successive waiting 
times for ladder points; W, + W, + *** + W, being the waiting time for 
the kth ladder point. For convenience define W,, = Z, = 0. 
From now on unless otherwise specified, we will take the {X,} to be 
indepmdent and identically dtitributed. On the sums of such a sequence we 
have that 
III.3 THEOREM. If A,, are as defined above and if the {X,} are independent 
and identically distributed then ((Z,, W,)} are independent and identically 
distributed on their domains of definition. 
PROOF. Suppose we have established the assertion in the theorem for 
m = 1, 2, **., n. Then if K,, ***, K,+r are any n + 1 finite positive integers, 
B any bore1 set, we have 
PPn,, = k+19 Z,,,, E B 1 WI = h,, ..-, W,, = %, Z,, ---, Z,) 
= W,“,, < 0, *-*, xt”+l + *-* + xt,+K,+l-l < 0, 
0 5 xt,+1 + *** + Xt,+n,+, E Bl 
= P(X, < 0, *+-, Xk,+l-l -=c 0, 0 I X, + *.- + Xk,+l E B) 
= PW, = ka+~, Z, E B), where tn = k, + k, + a** + k,&. 
Thus 
PW~,, = k+u Zn,, E B I 4,) = PW’, = k,+u Z, E B). 
Likewise we have 
P(Wn+, = O” 1 A,) = P(W, = -). 
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Thus we have for any n, {(IV,, 2,) **a (W,, Z,Jj are independent where 
defined and on A,,, ( W,,+l, Z,,,) has the same distribution as (W,, 2,) does 
on A,. 
In the sequel when we write E[,aczl’.“‘zn’tw’+“.+~n] we will mean 
E[e”‘=‘+“‘+=“‘t~‘+“‘+~“; A ,I. The above theorem then says that 
where 1 t 1 < 1 and Re (h) = 0. 
In particular the sequence {W,} are a sequence of “waiting times” for a 
recurrent event in the sense of Feller, which of course shows that ladder 
points are themselves a recurrent event. (See [14] for details on recurrent 
events.) 
By definition of the quantities involved we have that 
WI > 4 = [SIT< 0, *a*, S,, < 0] = [L,,(&, ***, X,) = 0] (3.2) 
[L,(& **-> X,) = n] = [S, 2 sj; 0 2 j < n] 
= [n is a ladder point]. (3.3) 
III.4 THEOREM. Let ;\, t be complex numbers uch that Re (h) = 0, ) t 1 < 1 
and let y(h) = EeAxl. Then 
1 
1 - E(e”=&) 
= 2 E(e”% Lnn = n) t n (L, = 0) (3.4) 
?l=O 
1 - E(e%w’) 
1 - t944 
= 2 E(eaSn; L,,, = 0) 1’: (Loo = 0). (3.5) 
a=0 
PROOF. We first prove (3.4). As E j e”‘ltwl ( < 1 and the {(W,, Z,)} are 
independent and identically distributed (by Theorem 111.3) we have that 
k=O k=O 
Now as 
El” 
d(Z,~“+=,)tW,+“‘.t~~) = 3 tnE[e%+-‘+=,); WI + . . . + ‘f,, = n] 
n-0 
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and 2, + *a* + zk = &, if WI + es* + W, = n we have that the right-hand 
side of (3.6) can be written as 
= 2 t” z E(eaSn; WI + *.* + W, = TZ) 
n=o k=O 
(3.7) 
where the exchange in the order of summation is valid since 
but 
“‘n; WI + ... + W, = n) = E(eASn; L,, = n) (3.8) 
k=O 
since a last maximum must occur at some ladder point. Combining (3.6), 
(3.7) and (3.8) yields (3.4). 
To prove (3.5) observe that 
[l - trp(X)] 2 E(eASn; L,, = 0) t” 
n=o 
= 2 {tnE(eaSn; Lnn = 0) - E(eisnfl; L,, = 0)) tn+l 
?l=O 
since v(h) = Eeaxn+l and X,,, is independent of XI, ‘**, X,. But 
[L,, = 0] = [W, > n] 
and so the last expression can be written as 
1 - $ E[eASn; WI = n) tn = 1 - E(e”‘ltw’). 
7351 
This establishes (3.5). 
If Eq. (3.4) and (3.5) are compared with Eq. (1.15) and (1.16) we see that 
they contain these (for the ladder point recurrent event) as a special case 
(for X = 0). What we have shown is that in this case we can extend these 
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relations of recurrent events to include the term 8% Now Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) 
are just Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) with the terms tiSn put in (at least on the left- 
hand side). As was shown in the Introduction (1.1) and (1.2) are conse- 
quences of (1.15) and (1.16) and since (3.4) and (3.5) are extensions of these 
equations we would suspect that (1.4) and (1.5) could be derived from (3.4) 
and (3.5) by an argument similar to the one used to derive (1.1) and (1.2) 
from (1.15) and (1.16). This suspicion will now be verified and this will 
constitute our first proof of (1.4) and (1..5) which from now on will be called 
the basic identity. But, as indicated in the introduction, we shall also give a 
second proof which will show that (1.4) and (1.5) are direct consequences of 
(1.1) and (1.2) and thereby will show that (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent to 
(1.4) and (1.5). 
At the heart of the matter of why we may extend the recurrent event rela- 
tions as we do here is the following trivial fact : 
For the case of ladder points Eq. (1.12) holds because of a sample space 
factorization 
[JL(& *-*, u = 4 
= bL(&% -**, X4 = 4 n Lk,n-k(Xk+l~ 7 W = 01 cw 
and this is true by definition of L,,. The importance of this sample space 
factorization will become apparent as we proceed. As its first use we derive 
an extension of (I. 12). 
III.5 THEOREM. Let 
P(A; t) = 2 E(eAsn; L,, = n) tn, 
n-0 
Q(h, t) = 2 E(eaSn; f& = 0), 
n-o 
Itl<l, Re(h)_<O, (3.10) 
I t I -c 1, Re(h) 20, (3.11) 
2 E(e%&*) t” = P(h, tx) Q(A, t). 
n-0 
(3.12) 
PROOF. From (3.9) we have that 
E[eAsn; &,,, = k] = ,‘.f[&~‘s*-s”; L,,,, = k] 
= E[eaSh; Lkx = A] E[e”Sa-a; L,,-, = 01. (3.13) 
Multiply both sides of (3.13) by An and sum over range 0 < A < tt < 00. 
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This gives (3.12). We note that by Eq. (3.4) and (3.5), Eq. (3.12) can be 
written as 
We now prove 
III.6 THEOREM (Basic Identity). For Re (A) 5 0, j t / < 1 
P(h, t) = exp [2 g E(eASk; Sk 2 0)] . 
k=l 
ForRe(X)>O, JtJ (1, 
Q(h, t) = exp [2 f E(eASk; ,sk < 0)] . 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
PROOF. First we show [just as for (1.1) and (1.2)J that (3.15) and (3.16) 
are equivalent. 
Fcr Re (A) = 0 we have 
1 
1 - @(A) 
= exp [2 $ E(CS “; Sk 2 o)] exp [t G &““; Sk < o)] . 
kl k=l 
(3.17) 
In (3.12) set x equal to 1 and obtain 
1 
= 2 P&f)” = P(h, t) Q(h, t). 
1 - WV n=o 
(3.18) 
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) prove the above assertion and so to establish 
(3.15) and (3.16) we need only prove (3.15). We give two proofs. 
PROOF 1 OF (3.15). Differentiate (3.12) with respect to x at x = 1 to 
obtain9 
(3.19) 
n As E(~%&‘“) = xl-, E(t@‘*L Ban” = k) x1 = fn(4 we have that If,,‘(x) I 2 
EL,, I n for I x I < 1, and so c,,,,f,,‘(r) t” is uniformly convergent in x, 1 x 1 < 1, 
and as 2 E(eASnxLnn) tn converges for ] x ) I 1 we have a/ax 2 E(eAS+k’*n) tn= 
c,“,, E(L,$’ “) tn at x = 1. Also P(A, xt) is differentiable with respect to x at x = 1. 
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and so we have 
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P’(h t) - = 2 E[(L,, - Ln-l,n-l) eASn] P-l, 
P(4 t) 
P(A, 0) = 1. 
?Z=l 
Hence 
P(A, t) = exp 2 E[eAsn(Lnn - Ln-l,n-l)] $1 . 
I 1E=l 
But the equivalence principle says 
E(eAsn[L,, - Ln-l,n-l]) = E(eASn[N, - Nn-J) = E(eASn; S, 2 0) 
since 
N, = Nz-I 
I 
if s, < 0 
Nn-l + 1 if s, 2 0. 
Substituting (3.22) into (3.21) yields (3.15). 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
PROOF 2 OF (2.15). Start with (1 .l) (Andersen’s Lemma). Take logs of 
both sides of (1.1) and equate coefficients of P in the resulting equation. This 
gives: 
P(S, 2 0) 
71 
= 2 $ P(W, + w, + .** + w, = n). (3.23) 
k=l 
Let a,, us, sm., a, be any n real numbers and consider the special case of (3.23) 
that results when the random variables {X,} just take these n values with 
probabilities pl, p,, m.1, p,, (r(knEl p, = 1, but otherwise arbitrary). Each side of 
(3.23) then becomes a polynomial in pr, p,, a**, p,,. On the left-hand side the 
coefficient of p& *a- p, is 
while on the right-hand side it is 
where for 1 I k < n and each permutation 
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denotes the function which is 
i 
1 if the partial sums u,,~, a+ + aoz, .*a, LZ,~ + 
their kth ladder point at n, 
0 otherwise. 
Similarly 
I 1 if the partial sum an1 + ‘[s,~ol(al’ “” ‘,> = 0 if not 
And so we obtain the following identity 
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. . . 
. . . 
+ uon have 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Consequently if X = (Xi, X,, *.*, X,) are any n interchangeable random 
variables we have from (2.25) by an argument similar to that used to prove 
Theorem II.7 that 
qo I s* I x) 
n = 2 + P(W, + W, + .*- + Wk = n; S, < x), (3.26) 
k=l 
and so 
E(e’.S”; sn r ‘) = 2 + E(e’S”; W, + . . . + @,‘, = n). 
n 
(3.27) 
k=l 
Multiply both sides by tn, sum and apply Eq. (3.7). This results in 
w t”E(eASn; S, 2 0) 
c; 12 
=z;E(e .I(Z,+...+Z,lt(W,+...+~~)). (3.28) 
n=l k=l 
This is a version of (3.15) valid for interchangeable random variables. If the 
9 
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{X,} are independent as well, then the right-hand side of (3.24) can be written 
as 
and so taking exponentials of both sides of (3.28) we recover (3.15). This 
completes the second proof of the “Basic Identity.” 
We now establish analogues of (3.15) and (3.16) which will be needed 
later. 
2 E(easn; L,, = n) tn = exp [2 f E(eASk; Sk < 0)] 
n-0 k-l 
(3.29) 
by (3.16) and (3.29). 
03 
m E eASn. L , nO = 0) tn = exp [g c E(eASk; Sk 2 0)] (3.30) 
n-0 k--l 
by (3.15) and (3.30). 
Next observe that for the sequence {- X,,} we have 
and 
Ln(- Xl, ‘.., - X,) = L&X,, me*, X,) 
-L(- Xl, **-, - xl) = JL,(& --*, XL) 
and so we have 
2 tnE(emn; En = n) = exp [g s E(emn; S,, I o)] 
n V&=1 
(3.31) 
2 tnE(eAS”; E,, = 0) = exp [ 2 $ E(e*n; S, > o)] 
A n=1 
2 PE(e mn; L,, = n) = exp E 
m F E(eaSn; S,, > 0)] 
n n-1 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
2 tnE(eaSn; L,, = 0) = exp [2 F E(esn; S, < 0)] 
n n-1 
(3.34) 
Let Y, denote the number of ladder points at time n (i.e. Y, = 
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sup {k : W, + **a + W, = n}). Our purpose here will be to show that by 
similar arguments used to prove the basic identity we may establish that 
III.7 THEOREM. For Re (y) < 0, Re (P) = 0, I t I I 1, I x 1 < 1, 
jyj<l,wehaoe 
PROOF. By remarks made in the introduction we have that L,, is the 
“time of last occurrence” of the recurrent event “ladder point” and so if 
Lnn = k then Y, = Y, 
and consequently 
E(eYMntinyY~epSfl; L,, = k) 
= xkE(e ySk yk &* L,, = k) E[epSn-$ L,+, n-k = o] y e , (3.37) 
since knowing that the last occurrence takes place at time k makes Yk a 
function of Xi, X2, *a-, X,. 
We have now that 
E(e’Y+“‘Skyyk; Lkk = k) 
j=l 
w, + w, + -a* + Wj = k) yi 
= -$yjE( e’b’+““Z’+“‘+Zj’; Wl + . . . + Wj = k). (3.38) 
j=l 
Substitute (3.38) into (3.37), multiply each side of the resulting equation 
by P and sum over 0 5 j 2 k 5 tl < 00. This results in 
= E t”E(e “n; L,,, = 0)] [z E(e’r+Y’zl(~t)R;)“y”] (3.39) n n 
from which the theorem follows by (3.5) and the basic identity. 
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Various corollaries follow from Theorem III.7 by suitably choosing the 
parameters in Eq. (3.36). 
III.8 COROLLARY 
s E(e’““xL”“epS*) = P(y + I”; tx) f&; t). 
It=0 
(3.40) 
III.9 COROLLARY 
111.10 COROLLARY 
REMARKS. The suggestion to study the sequence of bivectors {(Zrc, W,)} is 
due to Dwass who used them to prove (3.42) by an argument similar to the 
argument used here to prove Theorem 111.7. In fact Dwass shows that if 
{(Z,, W,)} are independent and identically distributed bivectors with the 
{W,} positive integer valued, then if we define Y, as above and 
il& = 2, + 2, + a** + Zvn (which it is in the special case above) then 
(3.42) holds. (In this regard we may say that for arbitrary {(Z,, I%‘,)} of the 
type mentioned above, the special case of Theorem III.7 with TV = 0 is 
valid.) Dwass uses Eq. (3.42) to prove (1.3) (with y = 0) by complex variable 
arguments. 
The trick of looking at random variables taking values a,, ua, ..., a, to 
prove permutation identities was used by Wendel to prove permutation 
identities in [9] and [5]. In Section VI it will be used again to prove another 
permutation identity. 
The permutation identity (3.24) is due to Feller and was established by 
him by a direct argument in [6]. He uses it also to prove the basic identity. 
The basic identity and Spitzer’s identity (1.3) are equivalent, as is easy 
to verify from Eq. (3.40). Our second proof of the basic identity shows that 
it and Andersen’s identity [( 1.1) and (1.2)] are equivalent. 
Finally let us remark that the basic identity shows that 
2 fnE(eAS*; L,, = n) = g+(h, t) = 
1 
TWO 
1 - E(eUQwl) 
2 t’!E(eaSn; 
n=o 
Lnn = 0) = g-(A, t) = l 7 !(;;;)w) 
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and so in the future g, and g- can be replaced by the right-hand side of the 
above. In particular the exponential identities show that we may express 
generating functions of the various quantities of interest in fluctuation theory 
in terms of E(eazltwl). 
IV. DIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL IDENTITY 
The following notation will be used throughout the remainder of this 
paper. 
P(h; t) = 2 E(eaSn; IV, = 72) t’” 
TkO 
[Note by (2.26) this agrees with the original definition in (3.10)] 
g+(X; t) = exp (2 5 E(eAS”; S, 2 0)) 
TX=1 
g-(A; t) = exp (2 5 E(eASn; S, < 0)) 
T&=1 
H(X; x, t) = f$ tY?[e”Sdnn]. 
(4.3) 
(4.5) 
In the above and in the following, Greek letters A, 01, /I, y, n, etc. will denote 
complex numbers whose real parts are zero. [Sometimes as in (4.4) for exam- 
ple, the range of h can be greater but this will not concern us here.] t will 
always be a complex number such that j t 1 < 1 while letters U, o, w, x will 
denote complex numbers such that their absolute values are 5 1. 
For any quantity a, either constant or random, 
and finally 
(4.6) 
(4.7) v(h) = Eeaxl. 
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The following theorem was discovered by Baxter [lo] (see also Spitzer [ 151). 
IV.1 THECRRM 
E(PV~) = 1 - exp (4.8) 
PROOF. This is just Eq. (3.4) turned upside down. 
IV.2 THIIOREM 
2 E(emYP*) tn = g+(A; xt)g-(A; t). 
n4 
(4.9) 
PROOF. Equation (4.9) is just (3.14) rewritten using the equivalence prin- 
ciple. (The special case of A = 0 is due to Andersen [3], the theorem as 
presented here can be found in Baxter 1121.) 
IV.2.1. COROLLARY (Andersen [l], Wendel [5]) 
E(easn; N, = k) = E(esk; Nk = k) E(easspk; iv,,-, = 0). (4.10) 
PROOF. Equation (4.10) is just Eq. (3.13) rewritten using the equivalence 
principle. 
Let 
M, = Max (S,, S,, *-*, S,,) 
i& = Min (S,, S,, -, S,). 
IV.3 THEO= 
2 t”E(e Is*+*+-) = g+(A + p; tx) g&l; t). (4.11) 
n4 
PROOF. L,, = k if and only if M, = S, and so by factorization (3.9) we 
have 
E[e%+df~; L,, = k] = E[e’a+J“sk+“‘s”-sk’; L,, = k] 
= E[ecA+p’sk; L,, = k] E[e”*-*; L,+k,+k = 01. (4.12) 
Multiply both sides of (4.12) by XkP and sum over 0 < k < n < Q) to obtain 
a3 
Z( E esn”‘K&“) t” = P(A + p; xt) Q( i, t). (4.13) 
98-O 
The theorem now follows from the basic identity. 
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This theorem has a long history. The special case of x = 1 is the basic 
theorem of Spitzer [4]. The case of X = 0 was proved independently by 
Pollaczek [16]. Proofs for x = I were also given by Baxter [IO, 121, Wendel 
[9], Kemperman [8], and Dwass [private communication]. 
IV.3.1 COROLLARY (Spitzer [4]) 
,%-Md+t%] t” = exp (s ; (,@,+ + &““)) . (4.14) 
934 
PROOF. Set x = 1 and write p = fl - A in (4.11). This gives . 
2 tnE(e”‘S”-M”‘+@f*) tn = g+(& t) g-(X, t). 
7NO 
Multiply both sides by l/(1 - t) and use (1.20). 
IV.3.2 CortoLLAnY (Spitzer [4]) 
(4.15) 
2 E(ti”n] t” = g+(p; t)g-(0; t) = exp (2 $ E[ti’$]) . 
n-0 VI=1 
(4.16) 
PROOF. Set x = 1 and h = 0 in (4.11). 
IV.3.3 COROLLARY (Andersen [2], Spitzer 1151, Kemper-n [81) 
2 t”P(M, = 0, S, = 0) = exp (3 2 P(S, = 0)) . (4.17) 
n=o Tl=l 
PROOF. Set x = 1 in (4.11) to get 
2 PE(e=+‘y = g+(X + p; t) g-(X; t). (4.18) 
n-0 
Observe that since A!& 2 0 this formula is valid for all complex p such that 
Re (CL) < 0. Taking the limit as Re (p) + - 00 on both sides of (4.18) to 
obtain 
2 tnE(esn; M,, = 0) = g-(A; t) exp (2 5 I’(& = 0)) . (4.19) 
n-0 VI-1 
NOW (4.19) is valid for all complex X such that Re (A) 2 0. So taking the 
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limit as Re (A) -+ 00 on both sides of (4.19) yields (4.17). (Note the order of 
taking limits here is essential.) 
Let 
f+(h; t) = exp (3 g E[Pk; Sk > 01) . 
k=l 
The following theorem is due to Kemperman [8]. 
IV.4 THEOREM 
= f+(h + p; ty) g_(h; t) exp (2 y P(S, = 0)) . 
R=l 
PROOF. The proof is based on the decomposition shown below: 
For 
[L, =j, L,, -L, = A] = [$(Xj, xj-1, a**, X,) =jl 
n [‘%+k - Sj = 0; i@k(Xj+l - Sjp **‘, Xj+k - Sj) = O] 
n [%j-k[xj+k+lf ‘? xn) = ‘1 
and thus 
E(eASn+IrM*; L, = j, L,, - L, = k) 
= E[e (-t+P)Sj. N+- , , -jJ E[e”*+-“; N&k = n -j - k] 
(3.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
P(S, = 0, Mk = 0). 
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Multiply by yixktn and sum over 0 5 j I n < a, 0 I k S n < 00 to 
obtain the result 
5 t”E[e Is,+14+,-~~y~,] t” 
?I=0 
=E m (yt)” E(e’“+“Sn; N,’ = n)] [s tnE[eAS”; Ni = n]] 
?L=O n=O 
x [3 P(S, = 0, iI& = 0) (tx)“] . . (4.24) 
7l=O 
Use of (2.17) and (3.34) in the first, (2.28), (2.29) and the basic identity in 
the second, and (4.17) in the last of the bracketed terms of (4.24) yields the 
desired result. 
IV.5 THEOREM (Andersen [3], Baxter [12]) 
2 E[eASnxNn; S,, 2 0] tn = ex (1 - [I - t~(41~ fw; -t’, t). (4.25) 
7X=1 
Alternately we may write the right-hand side of the above as 
(4.26) 
PROOF. We have 
[NTL = m; s, 2 01 = [Nn 2 ml - [A?-, 2 ml. (4.27) 
A simple calculation gives that 
2 E(eASn; N, > m) x”” = 
EeAsn - xE(eaSnxNn) 
l-x . 
(4.28) 
WI=0 
Consequently we have from (4.27) and (4.28) that 
3 tnE(eASnxNn; S, > 0) 
n=l 
E(e”n) - xE(eaSnxNn) E(eASn) - xv(X) E(eASa-lxNn-l) 
n=1 l-x ?Z=l 1 -x 
= ex {I - [I - xty@)] H(X; x, t)}. (4.29) 
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Using (3.17) and (4.9) on the right-hand side of the above we obtain (4.26). 
(Retnd. It is convenient to take E[fi#o; S,, 2 0] = 0 here and conse- 
quently we must take E[csoa?o; S,, < 0] = 1 in order to be consistent with 
the fact that E(dsoxO) = 1.) 
IV.6 THEOREM 
= 
[ 
1 -x@o+Cr) 
l-x 1 qx + CL; x, t) - ex v - %(P + 811 ffb + BP x9 0 
(4.30) 
In the future we will denote the left-hand side of (4.30) by G(A, p, /3; x, t). 
PROOF. 
G(A, p, #I; x, t) = 2 i”E(e’“+B)s,,N,; S,, 2 0) + 2 tnE(e’“+%xN~; S,, < 0) 
n-o n-o 
= & {I - [I - @(P + B)l f-G + Pi x, t)I 
+ fqh - 6 x> t) - ex (1 - [I - QJ(h + p)l fqx + /-G x, 01 (4.31) 
by Theorem (IVS). Simple rearrangement now gives (4.30). 
Iv.61 COROLLARY 
1 
GG4 I+, 8; x, f) = - g-(h + Pi t) 1 - x [ g-(A + /L; xt) 
_ x g+(P + I% Xl> 
8+(/J + B; t) I * 
(4.32) 
PROOF. This follows from the theorem by use of Theorem IV.2. 
IV.6.2 COROLLARY 
2 &7(efi!s*l&) = --!-a [ g--c- 8, ‘1 - xgs] . (4.33) 
W-0 1 --x g-(-- 8,xt) , 
PROOF. Set f~ = 0 and A = - p in (4.32). 
V. ORDER STATISTICS OF SUMS 
In the previous section we dealt with the quantity N, which is the number 
of non-negative sums among the first II sums. In this section we will investi- 
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gate the quantity T,(X) which is the number of sums among S,, S,, *es, S, 
which are less than or equal to x. This study will lead us to investigate the 
order statistics Rm 5 R,, < **. 5 R,,, of the first n sums, which in turn 
will lead to the study of certain related quantities (L,J to be defined shortly. 
Whenever one has to deal with order statistics one runs into difficulty 
in determining which object stands kth from the bottom (or top). This is 
due to the possibility of ties. One way of avoiding these difficulties is to 
eliminate them by use of certain conventions. In our case this may be accom- 
plished by use of the following order relation. 
V.1 DEFINITION. Say S1 < Sj (read “is smaller than”) if Si < Sj or 
Si = S, but i <j. With this ordering of the sums every sum has a unique 
position and we may define 
V.2 DEFINITION. For each k, 0 < k I n, let L,, denote that sum which 
is kth from the bottom according to the < ordering. 
V.3 DEFINITION. The < ordered sums will be denoted by R, < %I < 
*‘* i em. 
Note that R,,, I %I I *a* < R,,,, and that R,,n = Sj if and only if L,, = j, 
and that R,,,, is the first minimum and R,,, is the last maximum. Thus L,,,-, is 
the index of the Jirst minimum and Lnn is the index of the last maximum. 
These agree with the definition of L ,,,,, Lnn given previously and explain why 
the notation L,,,,, L,,,, was used before for these quantities. 
The relation between the function T,(X) and the {&} will now be esta- 
blished. 
We have 
I 
02 
d vT.(=)elz 2 = - (1 - v) 2 vkCR”k (5.1) 
-cc k=O 
and so 
-m 
ebd,EvT-‘“’ = _ (1 - v) 2 Ee”R.kvk. 
k-0 
In this way we are led to study the function xi4 Ee’%%‘. 
In an analogous manner if we investigate the function JL eaxdzvTn(“’ 
we will be led to study the function xi, EeAR”+Lvk, by the relation 
I 
m k e d,&vTn’2’ = 
o- 
- (1 - v) 2 vkEeAek. 
k-0 
lo The exchange in order of integration is trivial to verify here. 
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An alternate characterization of the R& is that they are the order statistics 
of {As,, s:, ***, S,‘}. Similarly the order statistics of {S,,, S;, *a*, S;} or the 
function J,- ” eaxd.gTn(r’ lead to the study of the function zb, vkEeARz. 
Also of interest is 
k=O 
We will show below that simple considerations of the order indices L,, 
will lead to an exponential identity which contains identities for all of the 
variables mentioned above and in fact all known identities may be derived 
from it. We will deduce many special cases of formulas involving the order 
statistics from it. The key to this study is contained in the following sample 
space factorization: 
= z [N;-j(Xj+l, ***, X,) = K - x] n [Nj(X,, **a, Xl) = x]. (5.4) 
max(O.j+k--n) 
To prove this (see diagram below) observe that the event [Lnk = j] 
(0 < k < n), (0 5 j I n), can happen disjointly as follows: Among the 
sums S,, S,, **e, S,-, there are x which are less than or equal to Si and 
among the sums Si+r, *a*, S,, there are k - x which are less than Sj [here 
max (0, j + K - n) < x _< min (j, K)]. This first event, [among So, e-9, 
S+, there are x sums < S,] = [Nj(Xj, me*, XI) = X] while the last event, 
bong S3+1, -, S,, there are K - x sums < SJ 
= [N;ej(xj+l, **a, X,) = k - x]. 
Hence (4.4). From this sample space factorization we obtain immediately 
the following lemma. 
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V.4 LEMMA 
E(~~R;;,+BR$+YR",+~S,; Lnk = j> 
Define 
+BST-tySi+vSi; Nj = x] E[&“-‘; N,, = k - x]. (5.5) 
then we have 
J(A; v, t) = 5 E(t+vN;;) t” (5.6) 
?L=O 
V.5 LEMMA 
PROOF. Multiply both sides of (5.5) by t*dvk and sum over the range 
O_<j(n,OIk<n,OIn< 03. This results in the desired left hand side 
while the right hand side becomes 
12 n E[e rlsy+Bs:+(p+y) sj v  N “I (lu)n J(r-l; vu, t). ?I=0 1 
Theorem IV.6 now gives the result. 
Finally we have the theorem. This theorem is important because from 
it all known identities may be deduced by a suitable choice of A, #I, y, t.~, u 
and v. Some of these will be derived as corollaries following the proof of the 
theorem. 
V.6 THEOREM 
= [1 - Pfeo + P + r)l 
1 1-V g+(h + CL + y; 4g-(X + p + y; 4 
- & 11 - utcp(P + Y + B)lk!+(P + Y + B; 4,!& + Y + 8; 4! 
- &(cL~ t> g-(Pi 4. (5.8) 
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PROOF. This follows directly from Lemma V.5 and Theorem IV.6 and 
the fact that 
This latter fact follows from (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30), and the basic identity 
(and is an obvious analogue of Theorem IV.2). 
We may rewrite the right-hand side of (5.8) as 
I 
8-P + P + Y; 4 
&(A + /I + y; uq 
_ w f+(P + Y + 8; 4 
g+(tL + Y + 8; 4 I 
. L?+(v; O&; t4 . 
I-w 
(5 9) . 
V.6.1 COROLLARY (Wendel [5]) 
2 pi; w ]cE[pz+Ps”] = 
exp (x $ (I - x?) E(e”S;+‘Sn)) - w 
(1 - 4 [l - wwl 
. (5.10) 
w-0 k-4 
PROOF. Set #I = y = 0 and u = 1 in Theorem V.6 and (5.10) follows 
upon rearrangement. 
V.6.2 COROLLARY 
PROOF. Set X = y = 0, u = 1 in Theorem V.6 and after a little algebra in 
the resulting equation we obtain (5.11). 
V.6.3 COROLLARY (Baxter 1121) 
= g+(Y + t-G 4 g-b + /4 w g+h; t> g-k 4 (5.12) 
PROOF. Set /I = h = 0 in Theorem V.6. 
V.6.4 COROLLARY (Wendel [5], Baxter [12]) 
+i) Ic [ w E ~Rnk+Gsnl = g+b + P, 4g-01; wt)g+(p; t)g-(y + ~1; t) 
n-0 k-0 
(5.13) 
PROOF. Set u = 1 in Corollary V.3.3. 
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V.6.5 COROLLARY (Wendel [5])lr 
(5.14) 
PROOF. Apply Corollary V.6.4 and (5.1). 
Though other identities could be derived from Theorem V.6, as. the ones 
above were derived, we shall not derive them here but will conclude instead 
with a version of Spitzer’s identity which will be needed in the next chapter. 
V.6.6 COROLLARY (See Theorem IV.3 for references.) 
2 t’gE[eYIM~+‘S~zP”~] = g-(y + p; ut) g+(p; t). (5.15) 
12=0 
PROOF. Let ~1 = 0 in Corollary V.6.3. 
Up till now we have always taken So as the constant 0. However we may 
easily modify the preceding formulas so that So can be an arbitrary random 
variable. In other words we add to the sequence {X,) n 2 1, a new random 
variable X0 so that So = X0, and in general 
Sk = x0 + x1 + -*- + x,. 
Let S,, S,, **a, S,, be the sums XI, XI + X2, e-e, X, + .a* + X,, as usual. 
Then if we add a term X0 to each of these sums, the relative order of these 
sums is unaffected (see diagram). 
I1 Wendel studies the function n - Z’,,(x) and obtains the corresponding formulas 
in terms of the descending order statistics. 
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That is, if R,,, is as before and & is the order statistics of X0 + S,, --, 
X0 + S, then &, -X0 + Rnk, i.e., Rnk has the same distribution as 
X,, + qk. We assume of course that X,, is independent of Xi, X2, ..- and 
therefore of the {Rnk} but in general X,, may have a different distribution 
than the common distribution of the X,, n 2 1. As an example of the use 
of this idea we have the following theorem. 
V.4 THEOREM 
= E[e b’+~~)-%i] 2 tn ‘$ wkqe+‘%~+h‘S;] 
72=0 k=O 
VI. AN EXTREMAL FACTORIZATION 
All of the identities in the preceding chapters were in a certain sense con- 
sequences of the factorization 
E(e”‘“; L,, = k) = E(eASR; Lkk = A) . E(eAsn+; Ln--k,+k = 0) (6.1) 
and its partner under the equivalence principle 
E(e’@*; iV,, = k) = E(eaSk; Nk = R) * E(e”Sn-k; N,.+ = 0). (6.2) 
Another such factorization is 
VI. 1 THEOREM 
qeY&+ir+&x] = ~[~~Rxk+“$fnr] . ~[~~R,-h.o+~S,-k~L”_x,o]. (6.3) 
PROOF. By Corollary V.6.3 we have 
z tn 2 wk,?qe?‘%s+&u=q 
n-0 k=O 
= k+(Y + I-L; fJt4 g-k w WY + y; f4 g+(p; q1. 
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But by (5.15j and (4.11) this first term in brackets is 
while the last bracketed term is 
and thus we have 
k=O 
and equating coefficients of wk in (6.4) yields the result. 
(6.4) 
VI.I.l COROLLARY (Wendel [5]) 
E[~“%“I+P%I = ,qe”M,+~&] E[~YM”-L+P%-LI (6.5) 
E[eyRnk] = E[eYMk] E[eyMn-k]. (6.6) 
PROOF. Set u = 1 in the theorem to obtain (6.5) and set p = 0 in (6.5) 
to obtain (6.6). 
VI.l.2 COROLLARY 
E[UL""] = E[z4y E[&-k*O]. (6.7) 
PROOF. Set y = p = 0 in the theorem. 
An alternate direct approach is possible to Theorem VI.1 which will be 
given below. From Theorem VI.1 we may prove Corollary V.6.3 and this 
will present a more direct and simpler proof of that important identity. We 
start as in Section V with the identity 
Now by (6.2) and an obvious analogue for N; we have that the right-hand 
side can be factored as 
10 
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but as 
we have combining the first and third bracketed terms together and the second 
and fourth bracketed terms together by yet another application of (6.2) and 
the Equivalence Principle that 
= x E[eY”t+rsk; Lkk = x] E[eJ’“n-k+RS+k; Ln--R,O = j - x] (6.9) 
z 
from which (6.3) is evident. 
Multiply (6.3) by 09~ and sum over 0 < K I t < 00 to obtain Corollary 
(V.6.3). 
We will now deduce an interesting permutation identity from (6.3) by 
the same trick of Wendel used in Section III. 
Let d = (a,, a,, m-s, a,) be any n real numbers. For a fixed integer k let 
D, be any of the (i) subsets of the set (1,2, a+., rz} consisting of K numbers, say 
{il, ia, a** , &}. Let u be an arbitrary permutation of 1,2, .**, 11 and let rDk9 rTg*l, 
denote arbitrary permutations of D, and its complement Dkr, respectively. 
Define &(uZ), L&uti) on the sums of a& @k(~nI), L&?TDJ, &-&rDt,), and 
L,,-,,,(?r,t,,) on the sums of (u,~, **., a,,) and (a$,, *em, a,*,) respectively, where 
I&, * “-s tk,]l, ‘-‘) in-k} = (1, 2, -“) a}. We then have the following theorem: 
VI.2. THEOREM. There is a 1 - 1 mapping 
CJ++ iDts TDtt .rrg,d 
of the set of n! permutations u of (1,2, *es, n) onto the set of triples {Dk, vD$ 
ng,r} such that the vector (&(uCr), L&ufQ) is carnkd onto the wector sum 
(@kbt)’ Lkk(?ZDt)) + (Mn-k(~D,*), Ln-k,O(TDt’))* 
REMARKS. Of course the theorem holds coordinate wise and for the first 
coordinate was proved in Wendel [S], who however attributes the theorem 
to Spitzer. One interesting thing of this theorem is the somewhat surprising 
fact that the same permutation works for each piece of the vector. (Of course, 
owing to the relation of kk and L,* this is what one would expect.) 
PROOF. Set p = 0 in (6.3) to obtain 
E[eYR”t&t] = E[eyMt’xl.“‘.Xt)+M,-t(~t+~~“‘.x~) 
. uw& “‘.Xt)+L,-t.o(Xt+*.....x”) I- (6.10) 
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If the {X,,} take values a,, se*, a, with probabilities h, ***, ps then (as usual) 
by equating the coefficients of PI, PB, ‘*a, P, on each side we obtain the iden- 
tity 
-& e~R,t(duLr(~a) = 2 ev[M,(nD,)+M,-,(nD,~)l 
0 
Dk*n~kn,~,, 
. UL,~(nD,)+L,-),o(rD~~) . (6.11) 
Since u and y are arbitrary the vector identity follows from (6.11). 
EXAMPLE. a = (1, - 1,2) 
X = (XI, Xs, Xs) a rearrangement 
Xl -5 x.3 so s, sz s3 ho &u & Rsa 
1 -I 2 0 1 0 2 00 12 
1 2 -1 0 1 3 2 0 1 2 3 
-1 1 2 0 -1 0 2 -1 0 0 2 
-1 2 1 0 -1 1 2 -1 0 1 2 
2 -1 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 
2 1 1 0 23 2 0223 
La0 L,, Lsa Lsa 
0 2 1 3 
0 1 3 2 
1 0 2 3 
1 0 2 3 
0 2 1 3 
0 1 3 2 
For sets of no elements D, and all 3 numbers D, there is nothing to do. 
h ml 81 so -- 
1 1 10 
1 1 10 
0 0 -1 0 
0 0 -1 0 
1 2 20 
1 2, 2 0 
D, 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
2 
2 
1 .- 0; so Sl s2 #z Lao W-P -- 
-1 2 0 -1 1 -1 1 
21021 00 
12 0 13 0 0 D, 
21023 00 
-1 1 0 -1 0 -1 1 
l-l 0 10 0 0 
D2 
--- 
-1 2 
2 -1 
2 1 
1 1 
-1 1 
1 -1 
Dl 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
2 
2 
so Sl Ml Ll -- 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 -1 -1 1 D, 
0 -1 -1 1 
0 2 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
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Ln + Lzo @ + &h 4, La 
t 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 b” 
i 0 0 0 0 ii 
4 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 e f 
Corresponding pairs are marked by letters. 
1 1 e 
2 3 C 
0 1 2 b f
2 3 1 i 
Corresponding pairs are marked by letters. 
VII. AN ANALYTIC METHOD 
In this chapter we present an alternate approach to the basic identity and 
Theorem IV.2 based on complex variable arguments. This method seems to 
have first been used in fluctuation problems by Ray [7]. Spitzer [4] uses it to 
prove Theorem IV. 1. The method came to my attention through Dwass who 
used it to prove Corollary IV.3.2. The method is expounded in detail in 
Kemperman ]8[ who proves (as we will here) Theorem IV.2 by its use. Our 
purpose in presenting this method here is illustrative; we wish to illustrate one 
of the analytic approaches to the theory. Since the other analytic methods 
are equivalent we choose this method since it is the most elementary of them. 
Let 
(p(h) = Eeaxl Re (A) = 0 (7.1) 
P(h; t) = 2 E[e=*; L,,,, = n] tn Re (A) 5 0 (7.2) 
T&=0 
Q(h; t) = s t”E[eun; Lnn = 0] 
n-0 
Re(h) 2 0 (7.3) 
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g+(X; t) = exp ( $I $ E(P’; Sk 2 0)) Re(X) I 0 (7.4) 
g-.(X; t) = exp ($r g E(eAS*; Sk < 0)) Re (A) 2 0. (7.5) 
NOW it is easy to verify that P(A, t) and g+(X, t) are bounded and con- 
tinuous for Re (A) 5 0 and analytic for Re (A) < 0 and that Q(h, t) and 
g-(A, t) are bounded and continuous for Re (A) 2 0 and analytic for 
Re (A) > 0. By (3.18) we have 
g-(4 t)g+h t> = 1 1 - 40) 
= P(A; t) Q(X, t) for Re(X) = 0 (7.6) 
and so 
g-b4 t> - = p(X, =f(jy 
Q(A t) g+V, t) 
for Re (A) = 0. (7.7) 
Hence by Liouville’s theorem, f(X) must be a constant. To evaluate this 
constant observe that 
lim g-(” t, - 1 
Re(l)-+m Q(h, t) 
and therefore we have the result 
fvt t) = g+(& f) 
QV, t) = g-V> t). 
We next prove 
x E[eAS”xNn] tn =g+(h; xt)g-(A; t). 
n 
(7.8) 
Of course this follows from (7.8) directly by use of the equivalence principle 
but we wish here to prove it directly and then deduce the equivalence 
principle from it. 
Let 
H+(h; x, t) = 2 E[eAsnxN*; S, 2 0] t” 
*=I3 
H-(X; x, t) = 2 E[P”xN”; s, < O] t” 
n-4 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
or 
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H=H++H- (7.11) 
then Theorem IV.5 gives 
H+ = & (1 - [1 - &I W+ + WI Re (A) = 0 (7.12) 
[l - tx ] $ + (1 - tcp) H- = 1. (7.13) 
Add (1 - iv) x/(1 - X) t o each side and after slight rearrangement we 
obtain 
H 
[I - txq] (A - +) = (I - ~4 (He + &) (7.14) 
or 
(7.15) 
It can be seen that H+ is bounded and analytic for Re (A) < 0 and con- 
tinuous on Re (h) = 0 and that H- is bounded and analytic for Re (h) > 0 
and continuous at Re (A) = 0. Hence (7.15) represents a bounded analytic 
function of h and therefore is a constant. To evaluate this constant take 
limit as Re (A) ---t 00 on the right hand side of (7.15). This results in 
1 +A= 1 
I-X I--x’ 
Solving for H+ we get 
H+ = & (1 - Kl - b9lg+& W&(4 t)>* 
Substitution of this expression in (7.12) and solving for H yields the result. 
We may use these two theorems to deduce the equivalence principle. For 
the two theorems just proved show that 
E&m = FAN” (7.16) 
and so for any k, 0 < k I n, 
P(L,, = If) = P(Iv, = k). (7.17) 
If we apply (7.17) to the random variables taking values a,, us, e-m, a, with 
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probabilities pl, a*-, p,, then by equating coefficients of p,, pz, -*, p,, on each 
side of (7.17) for this special case results in 
which is the permutation version of the equivalence principle. 
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